In this paper, we look at how we can leverage Spark platform for efficiently processing fine-grained provenance queries on large volumes of workflow provenance data. Simple recursive querying based Spark solutions involve large data scanning cost and hence do not work well. We propose a novel provenance framework which is engineered to quickly determine a small volume of data containing the entire lineage of the queried data-item. This small volume of data is then recursively processed to figure out the provenance of the queried data-item. We study the effectiveness of the proposed framework on a provenance trace obtained from a financial domain text curation workflow and report our observations. We show that the proposed framework easily outperforms the naive approaches.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many applications are encoded as a workflow which executes a sequence of data manipulation operations on raw input data. Provenance is an important requirement for workflow management systems as it enables various usecases e.g., data-quality, compliance, problem diagnosis etc. For example, if the value of a data-item is erroneous, we can examine its lineage to investigate which transformation has introduced the error and hence fix this transformation. Many workflow systems support the collection of provenance data and often a large volume of provenance data is produced which records the history of the operations carried out as part of the workflow execution. In this paper, we present efficient Spark algorithms for processing large scale workflow provenance data and answer lineage queries.
The focus of this paper is on answering fine-grained workflow lineage queries i.e., at attribute-value level. We look at a setting wherein the workflow output consists of a set of entities/datasets, with each dataset being a collection of tuples and further, a tuple consisting of one or more attribute-values. The workflow provenance data captures the lineages among input and output attribute-values across various transformations, as they are executed. We further assume the presence of a workflow entity dependency graph which specifies the dependencies among the entities i.e., for each entity it specifies the set of parent entities from which it is derived.
For a representative example, consider the entity Person1, as shown in Table I . Numbers in bracket represent an ID assigned to each attribute-value. Next consider a transformation R1 which filters out the persons with age less than 25 and populates the entity Person2. The provenance data records that values for attributes Name, City and Age in tuples T5, T6 and T7 are derived from values for attributes Name, City and Age in tuples T1, T2 and T3 respectively. Next consider a transformation R2 which works on entity Person2 and computes the average age of persons in each city. The resulting output is shown in Table III . The value for attribute City in tuple T8 is derived from values of attribute City in tuples T5 and T6. Similarly the value for attribute Age in tuple T8 is derived from values of attribute Age in tuples T5 and T6. Values for attributes City and Age in tuple T9 is derived from one data-item each -value of attribute City and Age in tuple T7. The workflow entity dependency graph for this representative example will be Person1 → Person2 → AvgAge.
Provenance Data Model: We assume that the provenance data is specified as a set of triples src, dst, op where src and dst represent the IDs of the parent and child attribute-values and op represents the transformation applied along with any metadata (e.g., run-time parameters, timestamp when this transformation was executed etc). We model the provenance data as a DAG G(V, E) wherein attribute-values (i.e., src and dst) in provenance triples form the vertices V and the provenance triples describe the edges E i.e., each edge src→dst represents that node dst is derived from node src. We say, a node u is an ancestor of node v if there exists a path from node u to node v in the provenance graph. Table IV and Table V show the provenance data and the provenance graph associated with the representative example. Let us ignore the column ccid and the corresponding labels in the graph for now, and this will be discussed later.
Workflow Entity Dependency Graph: Let G wf (T , E) be the workflow entity dependency graph wherein T represents the set of entities in the workflow and an edge e 1 → e 2 in E represents that entity e 1 contributes to the derivation of entity e 2 . For the representative example, the set T comprises of entities Person1, Person2 and AvgAge, and the set E comprises of edges Person1 → Person2 and Person2 → (6) T3 Shane (7) LA (8) 40 (9) T4 Mary (10) NY (11) 20 (12) AvgAge. Let En be a function which maps each attributevalue u in V to an entity in T . For example, En(1)=Person1, En (13) =Person2 etc. If an entity e has k incoming edges in the dependency graph G wf , this implies that each attributevalue in entity e is derived from a subset of attribute-values in the k contributing entities. Note that, this subset need not contain attribute-values from all the k entities. Provenance Query: Given a query data-item q, we want to retrieve all provenance triples which describe its lineage i.e., triples describing its ancestors and the details of transformations involved. For example, lineage of data-item 23 (i.e., the value of attribute Age of tuple T 8 in entity AvgAge) will return 4 provenance triples explaining that data-item 23 is derived from data-items 15 and 18 via transformation R2 and data-items 15 and 18 are derived from data-items 3 and 6 respectively via transformation R1.
Contributions:
A naive approach to answer a provenance query is to recursively process the provenance data. We start with the queried data-item q, find those provenance triples which describe its immediate lineage and obtain its parents. We then find the parents of q's parents and follow this process until we can no longer trace the lineage further. Recursive queries minimize the amount of information to be stored at the cost of longer query running times. This approach is adopted by many systems e.g., Trio [1] , GridDB [2] etc. This obviously takes time as we need to issue many queries. Secondly, as Spark does not support indexing, Spark needs to scan the data to find the parents of a data-item. This hence does not scale for large volumes of data.
A second approach is to pre-compute and materialize the transitive closure of the lineage dependencies (i.e., the provenance of each data-item). This allows retrieval of a data-item's lineage using a single query. However, this results in a huge increase in the storage cost as common ancestors in two (or more) data-items are duplicated in the provenance of these two (or more) data-items. This approach hence also does not scale. To optimize, various systems look at how we can efficiently organize this large volume of provenance data e.g. [3] , [4] . A third approach is to selectively replicate the provenance data based on a chosen criteria and then exploit this to accelerate the processing of provenance queries. For example, Heinis et. al. [5] transform the provenance graph by creating copies of a subset of nodes so as the resulting graph can be interval encoded.
In this paper, we adopt an approach wherein we first quickly determine a small volume of data which contains the entire provenance output of the queried data-item. To achieve this, we exploit the fact that the structure of the workflow provenance graph is influenced by the workflow entity dependency graph. We then extract and recursively query this small volume of data. As the recursive querying happens on a small volume of data, we do not incur a large data processing cost. The proposed framework does not involve any replication of the data. Contributions of this paper are hence as follows.
• We propose a provenance framework wherein we first compute weakly connected components in provenance graph and further partition the large components as a collection of weakly connected sets (section 3). We then effectively navigate the weakly connected components and sets, thus computed, to determine a minimal volume of data containing the entire provenance output of the queried data-item (section 3 and 4). We implement this framework on Spark and discuss the details as well as the challenges involved. • We propose a workflow provenance graph partitioning approach wherein we exploit the workflow entity dependency graph to recursively partition the large components in the workflow provenance graph (section 4). • Our experiments on provenance graphs obtained from an unstructured text curation workflow and containing up to 500M nodes and edges show that the proposed approaches significantly beat the naive approaches (section 5).
II. BACKGROUND

A. Apache Spark
Apache Spark is a parallel processing framework for running data analytics applications across a cluster. Spark uses the resilient distributed data set (RDD) as its basic data type. An RDD partitions the data across the cluster nodes, where it can be parallely computed. The operations on an RDD are of two kinds -transformations (e.g., filter, groupby) which are executed lazily and produce another RDD as an output, and actions (e.g., count, collect, lookup for a key) that are immediately executed and produce non-RDD output.
In this paper, we will be mainly concerned with Spark filter and lookup operations. The filter operation scans each row of an RDD and checks whether the filter conditions are satisfied or not. A lookup is a specific kind of filter where one or more columns are checked for equality. To accelerate lookup operations, we can hash-partition an RDD on one or more columns. The hash-partitioning process collects all rows with the same key and moves these rows to one partition. Hash-partitioning of an RDD therefore, involves shuffling of the data among cluster nodes. With hash-partitioning, the Spark engine hence knows the partition in which to look for a key and hence only one partition needs to be serially scanned. In absence of hash-partitioning, Spark needs to scan all the partitions to look for a key. Hash-partitioning also accelerates the performance of filter operation if the filter conditions involve checking column equality on hashed columns. In such cases, the filter operation needs to scan only the partitions containing the relevant keys. RDDs can also be cached in memory or on disk. This is helpful when an RDD is accessed multiple times in a workflow. Caching an RDD avoids computation of the RDD, each time it is accessed.
B. Weakly Connected Sets and Components
A semipath joining vertices u 1 and u k in a directed graph G=(V ,E) is a sequence of vertices u 1 ,u 2 . . .,u k s.t. for each i, 1≤i≤k − 1 either there exists an edge u i → u i+1 in E or there exists an edge u i+1 → u i in E. A set of vertices W ⊆V is called weakly connected if there exists a semipath between each vertex pair in W . A maximal weakly connected set of vertices is a weakly connected component in G.
C. Notation
"Connected components" and "weakly connected components" are different abstractions in graph theory. However in this paper, we use the two terms interchangeably and relax the notion "connected component" to mean "weakly connected component". We use the terms "workflow entity dependency graph" and "workflow dependency graph" interchangeably as well. We also use the term "set" in two senses-to denote a collection of objects and as a shorthand for "weakly connected set". From the context, it will be clear which usage is intended.
III. THE PROVENANCE FRAMEWORK
A. Recursive Querying on Spark (RQ)
We first discuss the recursive querying method and the associated cost factors. Let us denote the provenance data RDD as provRDD. As discussed, RQ involves executing many queries to trace the entire lineage of a data-item q. The number of queries are equal to the length of the longest provenance path in the lineage of data-item q. Each such query involves finding parents of one or more data-items I. We hash-partition the provRDD on field dst and this moves
Algorithm 1: CCProv all provenance triples with the same dst field to one partition. We can hence find the parents of a data-item by scanning one partition of provRDD. To find parents of all data-items in I, we execute a filter operation which needs to scan at most |I| number of partitions. This is because, some data-items in |I| may be in the same partition and the parents of these data-items can hence be obtained by scanning this partition only once. If the lineage size (i.e., number of ancestors) of queried data-item q is N , we hence require scanning a maximum of |N | number of partitions. The overall RQ cost hence depends upon the number of queries executed and the set of data-items which are part of each query.
B. Connected Components and Provenance
We observe that the workflow provenance graph may contain many weakly connected components. This is because many data-items do not share any common ancestors. This is best evidenced by looking at Table V which shows the provenance graph for the representative example. This graph contains 10 weakly connected components. We notice that a data-item and all its ancestors as well as descendants, share the same weakly connected component. This property can be used to speed up the processing of provenance queries. Given a queried data-item q, we first find out its weakly connected component-id and then retrieve all provenance triples in this component. We then process the triples in this component recursively to figure out the provenance of data-item q. As the size of a component is smaller than the whole provenance graph, the recursive querying executes faster. We call this framework CCProv. We hence compute weakly connected components on the provenance graph and store the connected component-id ccid with each provenance triple as shown in Table IV . This computation is part of preprocessing and needs to be done only once. Let C(u) denote the connected component, data-item u lies in e.g., C(2)=4, C(25)=7. Note that in a provenance triple, the data-items src and dst lie in the same component.
Algorithm 1 outlines the algorithm CCProv. CCProv reduces the cost of executing recursive querying but involves the additional computation of finding the provenance triples in the relevant component. The overall cost of CCProv hence depends on the net effect of these two factors. We next outline three different variants for executing CCProv logic on Spark. We notice that there may be a large variation in the component sizes in the provenance graph and these variants perform differently vis-a-vis the size of the component in which the queried data-item lies in.
CCProv-H: This variant takes the provenance data RDD provRDD, hash-partitioned on column dst as input. We first find out the ID of the connected component, the data-item q lies in i.e., C(q). This can be found by executing a lookup and hence by scanning a single partition of provRDD. We then find all provenance triples in component C(q) and let c provRDD be the RDD containing these triples. This is done via a Spark filter operation on provRDD and this preserves the hash-partitioning logic. We then recursively process c provRDD to find the lineage of data-item q.
CCProv-SH: CCProv-SH differs with CCProv-H in the last step. Once the provenance triples in component C(q) have been identified, CCProv-SH collects the triples in component C(q) on driver machine (by using Spark collect operation) and executes the recursive querying logic on driver machine serially. Spark parallel computation is thus, not used. Each recursive query in CCProv-H is executed as a new Spark job. Starting and managing a Spark job incurs a small overhead and if the job is processing a small volume of data, this overhead may be a substantial part of the overall job cost. In such cases, incurring some communication cost in transferring small number of triples in a component (i.e., RDD c provRDD) to driver machine and executing recursive querying logic on driver machine turns out to be faster. CCProv-SH hence improves on CCProv-H when the queried data-item lies in a small component. In case of large components, CCProv-SH is counter-productive as we incur large communication cost and secondly, large data can not be efficiently processed by a single machine.
CCProv-SH-c: This variant takes as input, the provenance data RDD provRDD, hash-partitioned on connected component-id ccid. This ensures that all triples in the same component are in the same RDD partition. We can hence find the triples in a component via a lookup operation but we need to execute a filter operation to find the componentid C(q). This further improves the query performance for data-items in small components as the provenance triples in a small component can be retrieved more quickly vis-a-vis CCProv-SH. But this deteriorates the query performance for data-items in large components as both the data processing and the data communication cost increase. The task which processes the partition containing the provenance triples of a large component, needs to do significantly more work. Secondly, the data-transfer to the driver machine, happens from one machine. Data transfer is hence not parallel and takes more time vis-a-vis CCProv-SH.
C. Connected Sets and Provenance
CCProv query times may be high when the queried dataitem lies in a large component. This is because, CCProv needs to extract the triples in the large component and Table VI  A COMPONENT   Table VII  PROVENANCE DATA   src  dst  op  src csid  dst csid  1  2  -S 1  S 1  1  3  -S1  S1  2  4  -S1  S2  3  4  -S1  S2  4  5  -S2  S2  4  6  -S2  S2  5  7  -S2  S3  7  8  -S3  S3  7  9  -S3  S3  6  1 0  -S 2  S 4  10  11  -S4  S4  10 12 -S4 S4 then recursively process large volume of data present in the component (i.e., RDD c provRDD). We next discuss the framework CSProv which improves on this aspect. The idea is to pre-process and partition the large components into a collection of weakly connected sets. At query time, we exploit the information regarding how these sets derive each other to quickly find a minimal volume of data containing the entire lineage of the queried data-item. We first explain the intuition via a representative example.
for connected set s in S do cs provRDD ← cs provRDD ∪ Find-ProvTriples-With-DerivedItem-In-Set(provRDD,s); end return Recursive-Query(cs provRDD, q); Algorithm 2: CSProv Consider a hypothetical weakly connected component as shown in Table VI . Consider, we partition this component in 4 weakly connected sets -S1, S2, S3 and S4. These sets are formed by data-items {1, 2, 3}, {4, 5, 6}, {7, 8, 9} and {10, 11, 12} respectively. We also maintain the set dependencies -how these sets contribute to the derivation of other sets. The set S1 contributes to the derivation of set S2 as dataitems 2 and 3 in set S1 derive data-item 4 in set S2. Set S2 derives set S3 as data-item 5 in set S2 derives data-item 7 in set S3. Similarly, set S2 derives set S4. Note that sets S3 and S4 do not contribute to the derivation of any set (Table VIII) .
Consider that we query the provenance of data-item 8. This belongs to the set S3. From set-dependencies, we find that set S2 derives set S3 and set S1 derives set S2. Hence sets S1 and S2 are relevant to the derivation of set S3. These three sets together contain all ancestors of the data-item 8. We only process those triples whose derived (dst) dataitem is in sets S1, S2 and S3. We do not need to process set S4 triples as the set-dependencies tell us that set S4 neither contributes to the derivation of set S3 nor to the derivation of any ancestor set of set S3. We hence end up processing a smaller volume of data, in this example 3 less provenance triples. CSProv requires the following updates on the provenance data model discussed in section I.
• Provenance Data: Let S(u) denote the ID of the weakly connected set, data-item u lies in. Data-items src and dst in a provenance triple may lie in two different weakly connected sets and we hence maintain the set-id of both items i.e, S(src) and S(dst). We denote these ids as src csid and dst csid respectively. (Table VII ). • Set Dependencies: We also maintain how the weakly connected sets are derived from each other (Table  VIII) . We say a set s 1 is derived from set s 2 if there exists at least one data-item u in s 1 and at least one data-item v in s 2 such that there is a provenance triple where src equals v and dst equals u. There are two columns in the schema -src csid and dst csid which denote the set-ids of parent and child connected sets.
Set Lineage: We next define the notion of set-lineage. The set-lineage of a weakly connected set cs consists of all weakly connected sets which directly or indirectly derive set cs. For the representative example mentioned in Table VII and VIII, the set-lineage of set S3 consists of sets S1 and S2. Algorithm 2 outlines the algorithm CSProv. It takes provenance data provRDD and set dependencies setDepRDD as input, both hash-partitioned on field dst csid. Given queried data-item q, we first find out the ID of its connected set i.e., S(q). Let it be cs. This is done via a filter operation. We then construct set S which includes the set cs and its set-lineage. The set-lineage is constructed by executing RQ logic on setdependencies setDepRDD. RQ on setDepRDD is lightweight due to two reasons. First, the size of setDepRDD is likely to be much smaller vis-a-vis provRDD. Secondly, the size of set-lineage of set cs is likely to be much smaller than the size of lineage of data-item q and hence smaller number of queries need to be executed.
For each set s in S, we find the provenance triples wherein the data-item dst is in connected-set s. As provRDD is hashpartitioned on field dst csid, this requires scanning at most |S| number of partitions. As discussed, the size of set S is likely small and this operation is hence light-weight as well. A union of all these provenance triples i.e., cs provRDD contains the entire lineage of data-item q. We then collect all the provenance triples in cs provRDD, transfer them to the driver machine and recursively process these triples to compute the lineage of data-item q. The size of cs provRDD is likely to be much smaller than the size of the component, the queried data-item lies in (i.e., the component C(q)). This is because, the size of each connected set in set S is likely to be small. The triples in cs provRDD can hence be easily transferred and processed. This computation is hence lightweight as well.
Note that when the queried data-item q lies in a small component, CSProv reduces to CCProv-SH-c. Small components are not partitioned and each small component is represented as a single weakly connected set (i.e., S(q)=C(q)). The set S hence only contains a single set/component.
IV. PARTITIONING LARGE COMPONENTS
In section III-C, we identified the following criteria for algorithm CSProv to work efficiently.
• CR1 -Number of set-dependencies should be small. • CR2 -The set-lineage of a set should be small. • CR3 -The size of each connected set should be small. Criteria CR1 and CR2 imply that CSProv can construct the set-lineage of a weakly connected set cs cheaply. Criteria CR2 and CR3 imply that small number of triples (i.e., RDD cs provRDD) need to be recursively processed. We next discuss how we partition the large components, so as the resulting sets satisfy these criteria. We exploit the workflow entity dependency graph for the same. The workflow dependency graph specifies dependencies among the entities and hence an order in which various entities are generated e.g., the dependency graph in Figure 1 specifies that the entity MTRCS can be generated only after entity F10WMTR is generated. We first develop the following notation.
Notation: Let a split be a subset of entities in workflow dependency graph G wf s.t., these entities are weaklyconnected. Figure 1 shows a partitioning of the workflow dependency graph across three splits -sp1, sp2, sp3. Note that the entities in each split are weakly-connected. Let V (sp, c) be the set of those vertices in provenance graph G(V, E) which belong to component c and belong to an entity in split sp. Formally, V (sp, c) = {u, u ∈ V | C(u) = c and En(u) ∈ sp} Let G(sp, c) be the subgraph induced by the vertices V (sp, c) i.e., G(sp, c) is the graph whose vertex set is V (sp, c) and the edge set consists of all edges with both endpoints in V (sp, c). We also call the graph G(sp, c), the provenance subgraph induced by split sp and component c. Let W (sp, c) be the set of weakly connected components in provenance subgraph G(sp, c).
Algorithm 3 outlines the details. We first partition the dependency graph G wf into a set of disjoint splits P. Algorithm Partition-Large-Component takes a large component c and the dependency graph splits P as input, and returns the set of weakly connected sets W as output. For each split sp in P, we first construct the provenance subgraph G(sp, c) and then compute the weakly connected components in it i.e., W (sp, c). The procedure then iterates W (sp, c) . If the number of vertices in component cn is less than a threshold θ, it is not processed further and is inserted in the output set W . If not, we further partition split sp into a set of disjoint and weakly connected sub-splits PS and recursively call the procedure Partition-Large-Component with component cn and split-set PS as input. Computing Set Dependencies: After all large components are partitioned, the fields src csid and dst csid associated with each provenance triple are populated using the connected sets, thus generated. We then find those provenance triples wherein the columns src csid and dst csid take different values. The set of distinct (src csid, dst csid) pairs in such triples, form the set dependencies.
Discussion: The constraint that entities in each split are weakly connected, is a key part of the algorithm. Note that for any given large component c and split sp, no two components in W (sp, c) contribute a set-dependency i.e., there is no set-dependency (cn 1 , cn 2 ) s.t. both cn 1 and cn 2 are in W (sp, c). This is because, the set W (sp, c) is obtained by computing weakly connected components on subgraph G(sp, c) and any two components in W (sp, c) are hence, by definition, disconnected. This ensures that the number of set-dependencies are small (criteria CR1). Secondly, this increases the likelihood that a data-item's local lineage (i.e., its few immediate ancestors) can be found in the same weakly connected set, this data-item lies in and hence only few sets returned by the procedure are relevant to the lineage of the queried data-item (criteria CR2). Finally the condition that the size of each set has to be less than a threshold θ, ensures that the size of each set is small (criteria CR3). Note that, if we consider each entity in the workflow dependency graph as a separate split, CSProv reduces to RQ. Each data-item is then a connected set of size 1 and the provenance triples capture the set dependencies. If we consider all entities in the dependency graph as part of one split, CSProv reduces to CCProv.
Partitioning Workflow Entity Dependency Graph in Splits:
We assume that these splits are provided as input. The workflow entity dependency graph is small i.e., it contains only a small number of entities. The workflow dependency graph hence can be inspected and a set of splits can be easily fixed. If not, we randomly partition the workflow dependency graph in two equal-sized splits s.t., entities in each split are weakly connected. For each subsequent iteration of algorithm Partition-Large-Component, we repeat this process. Space overheads: The space requirements of the proposed framework are (1) storing two connected set-ids with each provenance triple and (2) storing set-dependencies i.e., how the connected sets derive each other. The number of set dependencies are upper-bounded by the number of provenance triples. This is because, in the limit when we consider each entity as a seperate split, each data-item forms a connected set of size 1 and the number of set-dependencies are then equal to number of provenance triples. In practice, the number of set-dependencies are likely to be only a small fraction of the number of provenance triples. The space overheads are hence minimal. Number of Iterations: Let n I be the number of iterations required by the algorithm Partition-Large-Component to partition a large component. Each iteration of the algorithm Partition-Large-Component likely generates connected sets of much smaller sizes. The value of n I is hence likely to be a small number.
V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
A. Experimental Setup 1) Provenance Data Set:
We use a provenance trace obtained from a text curation workflow developed in our lab for creating financial domain knowledge-bases [6] . The workflow parses SEC filing documents [7] . Each SEC document contains data pertaining to many thousands of financial metrics and the workflow curates this data. Figure 1 shows the workflow entity dependency graph comprising 25 entities. For each entity, we have only shown its acronym so as to remove any confidential information. The workflow is composed of various transformations involving entity annotation, extraction, integration and resolution. The workflow records the lineage relationships among the child and parent attribute-values. The workflow contains many UDFs and the lineage service assumes that each attribute-value in an UDF output is dependent on each attribute-value in the UDF input. The entity FINDocs (marked *) forms the workflow input.
The provenance trace is 1.6GB in size and contains 6.4M triples with 4.6M attribute-values. The provenance graph hence contains 4.6M nodes and 6.4M edges. These attributevalues have different derivation patterns. 32 attribute-values are being directly derived from more than 100 parent values, with the maximum being 450. 3963 values are directly derived from more than 10 parents but fewer than 100 parents. Rest of the attribute-values have fewer than 10 parents. 221 attribute values have more than 100 children values, with the maximum being 68K. 147K values have more than 10 but fewer than 100 children. Rest of the values have fewer than 10 children.
2) Spark Configuration: All experiments are run with Spark v1.6.1, 8 executor nodes with 12 cores each, 80 GB executor memory and 10 GB driver memory. Each node has a 2.4GHz processor and 120 GB RAM.
3) Weakly Connected Components and Sets:
We computed weakly connected components in the provenance graph, using Spark implementation provided at [8] and it took 6 mins to compute them. Three of these components are large containing 1.2M, 0.9M and 0.7M nodes, and 2.7M, 1.4M and 1.2M edges (triples) respectively. We denote these three large components by notations LC1, LC2 and LC3 respectively. 132 components contain between 910 and 7453 nodes. We denote the component with 7453 nodes as SC1. Rest of the components have fewer than 100 nodes.
We next partitioned the three large components using Algorithm 3 and this computation took 6 mins. We partitioned the workflow dependency graph G wf in three weakly connected splits sp1, sp2, sp3 as shown in Figure 1 . We set threshold θ to 25K nodes. The partitioning process resulted in 0.59M connected sets and 0.64M set dependencies. We next discuss the working of Algorithm 3 in more detail.
The component LC1 got partitioned in a total of 0.25M weakly connected sets with splits sp1, sp2 and sp3 accounting for 20, 29K and 0.22M sets respectively. Largest sets in W (sp1, LC1), W (sp2, LC1) and W (sp3, LC1) turned out to contain 490, 21734 and 3291 nodes respectively. None of the connected sets contained more than 25K nodes and hence no set required further partitioning. Note that, the size of the resulting sets is much smaller than the size of component LC1. Any two sets in W (sp3, LC1) are disconnected in subgraph G(sp3, LC1) but the nodes in the two sets have a common ancestor belonging to an entity in split sp1 or in sp2. Similarly any two sets in W (sp2, LC1) and W (sp1, LC1) are disconnected in subgraphs G(sp2, LC1) and G(sp1, LC1) respectively, though the nodes have a common ancestor or a common descendant belonging to an entity in the other two splits. This further explains the intuition behind the graph partitioning method. Algorithm 3 finds locally connected nodes with the size of each connected set being much smaller than LC1. A similar behavior is observed for component LC3. However, the sub-graph G(sp3, LC2) yielded a single connected component containing 0.9M vertices. Let us denote this component as LC2 lc1. This component hence needs to be partitioned further. We partitioned the split sp3 in two weakly connected sub-splits sp4 and sp5 as shown in Figure 1 and executed the procedure Partition-Large-Component again with component LC2 lc1 and split-set {sp4,sp5} as input. This time, LC2 lc1 got partitioned into 0.19M sets with sub-splits sp4 and sp5 accounting for 64K and 0.13M sets respectively. None of these sets contained more than 25K nodes and hence no further partitioning is needed. This explains the iterative nature of the provenance graph partitioning process.
The components LC1 and LC3 required one iteration of the algorithm Partition-Large-Component while the component LC2 required two iterations. This reinforces the discussion in section IV that the partitioning algoritm requires a small number of iterations. Secondly, as discussed above, the number of the set-dependencies are an order of magnitude smaller than the number of provenance triples. This further corroborates the discussion in section IV.
4) Scaled Datasets:
We replicated the provenance trace by a factor of 9, 24 and 48 and this generated three scaled provenance graphs containing 100M, 250M and 500M nodes and edges respectively. The sizes on disk are 15, 35 and 71GB respectively. The computation of the connected components on these scaled datasets took 16, 28 and 110 mins respectively. As the data is replicated, these scaled datasets contain 27, 72 and 144 large components respectively. These large components are partitioned and the resulting sets have the same structure as the sets obtained from the base dataset. Number of set dependencies are hence 9, 24 and 48 times vis-a-vis the base dataset and the size on disk are 0.25, 0.67 and 1.3GB respectively.
5) Provenance Queries:
We chose three classes of lineage queries and for each class, we chose 10 data-items in the provenance graph. The longest provenance path for these queries are between 7 and 10. 
B. Experimental Results
1) Performance on base dataset:
We first compare the performance of all models on the base dataset. All RDDs are hash-partitioned as per the details of each model and cached in RAM. Figure 5 provides the results and reports the average of the time taken by the queries for each class.
We first discuss results for class SC-SL. CCProv-H executes its recursive querying on an RDD containing 8122 provenance triples from component SC1 while RQ executes its recursive querying on an RDD containing all 6.4M triples. On the flip side, CCProv-H executes an extra lookup to compute the component-id of the queried data-item and an extra filter operation to construct the RDD containing provenance triples from this component. The two factors balance each other out and the performance of CCProv-H and RQ are similar on the base dataset. CCProv-SH transfers all 8122 triples to the driver machine and executes the recursive querying there. This saves the start-up cost of all Spark jobs which are part of RQ logic. As only 8122 triples need to be transferred, this is done easily. As a result, CCProv-SH improves the timings. CCProv-SH-c hash-partitions the RDD on component-id and hence all 8122 triples in component SC1 can be retrieved more quickly vis-a-vis CCProv-SH. This further improves the query-time slightly. For data-items in small components, CSProv reduces to CCProv-SH-c and the query-times are similar.
For class LC-SL, the performance of RQ and CCProv-H is found to be similar on base dataset. CCProv-SH transfers the triples in these large components to the driver machine. This incurs significant cost and the performance of CCProv-SH degrades considerably. In CCProv-SH-c, all triples of a large component are in a single partition. This further degrades the performance of CCProv-SH-c. However CSProv is able to efficiently find a minimal volume of data containing the entire provenance output of the queried data-item and is able to quickly transfer this data to the driver machine. CSProv hence provides performance gains vis-a-vis RQ and all CCProv variants. The observations for class LC-LL are similar to class LC-SL.
This corroborates the discussion in section III-B that among CCProv variants, CCProv-H is the model of choice for data-items in large components while CCProv-SH-c is the model of choice for data-items in small components. For further experiments, we do not discuss these variants seperately. We only mention the model CCProv and by it, we mean CCProv-SH-c and CCProv-H to be the model involved for small and large components respectively.
2) Performance on scaled datasets: We next repeat the same experiment on scaled datasets. Figures 2, 3 and 4 present the results. We note that CSProv performance is real-time, increases much slowly with datasize and significantly better than RQ and CCProv. As the datasize increases, the volume of data that CCProv needs to recursively process decreases vis-a-vis the full data size. CCProv hence provides performance gain vis-a-vis RQ. CSProv processes a much smaller volume of data and hence further derives significant performance gains vis-a-vis CCProv. This shows that as data-size increases, CSProv is efficiently able to find out and process, a minimal volume of data containing the entire lineage of the queried data-item 3) Discussion -Performance of CSProv: We next explain the details of why CSProv works best. We take couple of queried data-items and trace the execution of CSProv. One of the data-items queried for class LC-SL, belongs to a connected set in W (sp3, LC1) and this set cs contains 79 nodes and 102 edges. 13 sets in W (sp2, LC1) derive the set cs and these 13 sets are found to be derived from one set in W (sp1, LC1). The set-lineage of set cs hence contains only 14 sets. Set cs and these 14 sets in its set-lineage construct the set S (Algorithm 2), and these 15 sets are found to contain a total of 1816 nodes and 4177 edges. For all scaled datasets, CSProv hence needs to identify, transfer and recursively query only 4177 provenance triples while CCProv needs to recursively process 2.7M triples. This leads to the improved performance of CSProv.
A data-item queried for class LC-LL belongs to a connected set cs in W (sp3, LC1) and it contains 3291 nodes and 4403 edges. 4 sets in W (sp2, LC1) derive set cs and these 4 sets are found to be derived from 20 sets in W (sp1, LC1). These 25 sets contain a total of 44196 nodes and 60169 edges. CSProv hence needs to identify, transfer and recursively query only 60169 triples while CCProv needs to process 2.7M triples. For class SC-SL, as a small component is not partitioned, both CCProv and CSProv process 8122 triples.
4) RDDs cached on disk:
We next repeated the experiments but cached the hash-partitioned RDDs on disk. Figure 6 presents the results for class LC-LL. As the data size increases, the gap between RQ and CSProv widens. This further shows the efficacy of CSProv that it can provide significant performance gains when RAM is not large enough to hold all the RDDs.
5) Variation with longest provenance path:
We next illustrate the efficacy of CSProv as the length of the longest provenance path increases. This determines the number of queries we need to execute as part of RQ. We take one of the data-item queried for class LC-LL and add a straight chain of nodes to it. We vary the number of nodes added from 1 to 15 and query the provenance of the last data-item in this chain. We note down the timings of the RQ and CSProv for the scaled dataset with 500M nodes and edges.
For RQ, we observed that it resulted into an average increase of ∼0.6s in execution time for each addition of a node while the CSProv timings remain the same. This is because for RQ, addition of each node implies another lookup and hence another Spark job. While for CSProv, no additional Spark job is needed. This process only increases the size of the small connected set, in which the added nodes lie. Hence the number of nodes processed by CSProv increases by the number of data-items added. But this does not translate into any significant additional work for CSProv. We repeated the same exercise with one of the data-item queried for class SC-SL and we made a similar observation that CSProv timings remain stable while RQ timings steadily increase.
VI. RELATED WORK
Provenance and Spark: Titian [9] is the major prior work to have looked at provenance data querying and management on Spark. However, Titian focuses on efficiently capturing provenance data in a Spark workflow. Titian materializes the dependencies between individual records in an RDD. Once captured, Titian uses the recursive querying approach to trace the lineage of a record in an RDD and provides an API for interactive forward and backward tracing of dependencies across various Spark stages. Our focus in not on capturing provenance in a Spark workflow. In comparison, we are leveraging Spark platform for efficiently processing provenance data obtained from a workflow management system (which could be a Spark or a non-Spark workflow). We propose a novel framework for optimizing workflow provenance queries on Spark which exploits the workflow dependency graph to manage the provenance graph as a collection of weakly connected sets. As discussed, this easily beats the recursive querying approach. Like Titian, [10] and [11] are other studies which have looked at provenance data capture in Spark workflows.
Recursive Querying on Spark: BigDatalog [12] discusses compilation and optimization techniques for executing recursive queries on Spark. Spark does not support recursion out of the box. BigDatalog extends the Spark runtime in various ways e.g., a specialized RDD implementation, a recursion aware scheduler, sacrificing some degree of fault tolerance by clearing lineage etc. In this paper, we look at recursive querying specifically in context of workflow provenance queries. Unlike BigDatalog, we do not extend Spark runtime in any manner and work with Spark runtime as it is. Instead, we propose a framework to identify minimal volume of data on which recursive querying can be executed, specifically in context of workflow provenance. As discussed, this leads to improvement in query times.
Efficient Provenance Storage: Computing transitive closure allows the provenance computation in constant time however it is impractical as it requires O(|V | 2 ) space. Some systems look at how we can efficiently store the transitive closure e.g., [13] , [14] . Chapman et al. [4] present provenance factorization techniques to optimize the storage. Few systems look at reducing the size of provenance data by applying various techniques e.g., compression [3] , approximate lineage [15] etc. Our focus is not on computing the transitive closure or optimizing provenance data storage. We focus on efficient execution of provenance queries wherein the provenance data comprises of provenance triples capturing lineages across individual transformations.
Reachability and Connected
Components: To answer reachability queries on a directed graph, many methods first compute strongly connected components on the graph and then replace the strongly connected components by a representative node [16] . This converts a graph into a DAG and reachability queries are then executed on this DAG. To the best of our knowledge, no prior work exists which proposes a provenance framework based on effectively managing and partitioning weakly connected components in the provenance graph.
Other Provenance Frameworks: Many systems focus on capturing minimal volume of lineage data e.g., SubZero [17] , Anand et al. [18] , SMOKE [19] etc. We do not focus on efficient lineage capture. Various data platforms have been used to process the provenance data e.g., RDBMS [1] , GraphDB [20] , HBase [21] etc. Fine-grained lineage has been investigated in the context of data warehouses [1] , [22] , array datasets [17] etc. In this paper, we look at executing fine grained workflow lineage queries on Spark platform.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed a provenance framework for processing workflow provenance queries on Spark. We presented techniques for identifying a minimal volume of data containing the entire lineage of the queried data-item. This involved partitioning and managing the workflow provenance graph as a collection of weakly connected sets and we exploited the workflow entity dependency graph for the same. An experimental evaluation on a text curation workflow provenance trace shows that the presented framework is effective and provides significant improvement. We next plan to look at how we can extend the proposed framework for provenance use-cases wherein we do not have the workflow entity dependency graph available to drive the provenance graph partitioning process.
